


Bragging rights allowed! State-of-the-art TrackMan technology reveals who has the best shot 

by giving a full-swing analysis on a photographic simulated driving range or golf course in an 

indoor setting. The TrackMan radar system tracks everything the club does before, during, 

and after impact then tracks the ball flight from launch to landing with high-tech graphic  

simulation on 65-inch screens. This the same technology that is used on the PGA Tour to 

track ball flight. Our golf professionals facilitate fun team environment competitions at the 

driving range and Golf Performance Center, incorporating several indoor and outdoor          

challenges. No golf experience necessary! 

Minimum of 3 people and maximum of 10 | Allow 2 hours for this activity 

For a great evening activity, participants play a colorful course of Par 3 holes, obstacles and 

challenges that follow glowing pathways along the golf course, putting green and driving 

range. Players are certain to encounter a few surprises along the way.  

Teams can make their own Glow-in-the-Dark Team Tee Shirts to add to the fun!  $20 

Minimum of 12 people and maximum of 50 | Allow 2 hours for this activity 

Enjoy 50 targets for a half-round of sporting clays combined with 9 holes of golf on the Fazio 

Golf Course. Includes gun rental, ammunition and golf cart fees. 

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of 60 | Allow 2 hours for shooting and 2-3 hours for golf 

Enjoy a scramble format for a friendly competition that incorporates instruction from our   

professional teaching staff while playing the course. Price includes instruction and 9-hole 

green fees inclusive of golf cart and range balls ($65). 

Minimum of 4 people and maximum of 16 | Allow 2-3 hours for this activity 

Try a different twist on the traditional game of golf. The resort’s disc golf course winds 

through the village and into the historic gardens. The price includes discs, map, scorecard and 

referees to manage the fun! Scores are posted on a leaderboard for boasting rights following 

the game. 

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of 60 | Allow 2-3 hours for this activity 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Fazio Course at Barnsley Resort provides an  

unmatched golf experience on our championship  

18-hole course, rated #1 in Georgia by Golf Advi-

sor.   

 

No matter the size, from a single foursome to a full 

field shotgun event, our professional team creates a 

golf experience that is on par with the country’s top 

courses. Ideal for charitable fundraisers, association 

events or social outings, a golf tournament can be 

tailored to your group’s needs.   

 

Play this phenomenal golf course and experience  

exciting add-on team events such as a TrackMan 

Long Drive challenge or have your group’s players 

go head-to-head with a 5-Time Golf Long Drive  

Champion out on the course! 

 

Tee gifts, logo merchandise and custom co-branded 

apparel may be added for participants or prizes. 

 

ENHANCE YOUR ACTIVITY BY ADDING FOOD AND BEVERAGE AND/OR BAR SERVICE 

Ask your Conference Services Manager for a complete  

selection of offerings, from coolers of beverages and snacks to full bars and hors d’oeuvres. 



 
 

 

Take advantage of the newest activities available at 

the Barnsley Farm: archery, axe throwing and air 

rifles! Teams participate in target skills instruction 

and challenges with trained instructors. Each     

program begins with demonstrations and guidance 

specific to each activity. A Sporting Clays challenge 

can be added for an additional fee. 

 

Inquire about pricing for a stand-alone archery, axe 

throwing or air rifle session. 

 

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of 40  

Allow 2-3 hours for this activity, depending on the size 

of the group. 

 

Barnsley Resort offers the ideal environment for team or individual sports competitions.  

Activities experts assist with arranging a variety of games and contests including 5K runs, 

volleyball matches, softball games, tug-of-war, kick ball, Olympic-inspired games and more. 

Share your interests or choose from a menu of challenges. Referees tally scores for each 

team or participant to determine the winners.  

 

Minimum of 10 people and maximum of  80  | Allow 2 hours 

 

The ultimate goal on this journey is teamwork while racing against time through the resort 

village, historic gardens and Manor House Ruins. While solving riddles to navigate through the 

resort, each team is faced with physical and mental challenges that require communication 

and teamwork to solve. For an added twist, jump into the digital age and head off the beaten 

path as the hunt continues for hidden geocache locations. Referees are stationed along the 

way to facilitate challenges and to make sure teams arrive back safely. 

 

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of 60  |  Allow 2 hours for this activity 

 

One half-day of learning that could one day become a true lifesaver, or at the very least make  

time spent outdoors more enjoyable. Certified survival experts equip participants with specific 

skills needed in the critical first 72 hours of a survival scenario, making time spent in the great 

outdoors safer and more enjoyable. Choose from a number of topics including the art of fire 

and water, orienteering and shelter construction.  

 

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of 30  |  Allow 2-3 hours for this activity 

 

 

 

 



There is no better way to kick off an event or to create a fun social 

gathering spot than with traditional lawn games such as croquet, 

bocce ball, corn hole or ladder ball, just to name a few. Games are in 

a private location for the group to enjoy. To make it a competition, 

facilitators may be provided for an additional $250 fee.  ($250 for 

two facilitators). 

 

Minimum of 6 people and maximum of 60  

Allow 2 hours for a facilitated activity 

Classic board games are available for late night gatherings or rainy days, 

plus they are great with evening cocktails, dessert or coffee. Play Poker, 

Scrabble, Yahtzee, Dominos and many more.   

 

Minimum of 6 people and maximum of 60  

Allow 2 hours for a facilitated activity 

 

 

ENHANCE ANY ACTIVITY BY ADDING FOOD & BEVERAGE AND/OR BAR SERVICE 

Conference Services Managers can recommend a complete selection of offerings from light snacks to a full reception to complement each 

activity. 

Teams work together to build a bike for a child in need or create a doghouse for a local shelter. Design and creativity are  

appreciated as much as function, with supplies provided to decorate and enhance each creation. Choose from a list of local 

charities to receive the contributions or select a cause in line with company values. 

 

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of 60 | Allow 2-3 hours for this activity 

For a fun and interactive after dinner experience, amp up the competition with Barnsley Bingo. A professional DJ calls B-I-N-G-O enhanced 

by energetic party music, additional games may be added to get everyone on their feet. Feature your company's prizes or Barnsley Resort 

logo items, merchandise and certificates for experiences may be added.  

 

Minimum of 20 people |Allow 1.5 hours  



Join a Barnsley Resort chef for 

an intimate cooking class. A 

chef prepares a favorite recipe 

over the open flame of a Sea 

Island Forge fire kettle during 

this outdoor class. This experience is ideal for a fun 

and engaging opportunity to connect and learn from 

a culinary expert. The price includes a wine pairing 

to complement the featured dish along with a copy 

of the recipe to take home.  

Minimum of 10 people and maximum of 20  | 2 hours 

Additional service fees will apply 

 

Looking to foster creative thinking or develop a deeper understanding of the 

beauty of nature? Enjoy step-by-step instruction in a variety of hands-on activi-

ties facilitated by experienced and enthusiastic instructors. 

Experience the outdoors with one of our nature guides on a short hike through the gardens 

of Barnsley Resort to forage for mosses, rocks, plants and other items to include in a one-of

-a-kind Barnsley Terrarium. Arrange them together in a glass container along with other 

elements provided by the facilitator. The end result is a unique, living piece of Barnsley 

Resort to take home.   

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of 30  / Allow 2 hours for this activity 

Reconnect with wildlife and learn about the birds of prey found in North Georgia with the 

wildlife experts and rehabilitators from Blue Ridge Raptors. Multiple species of owls, a red-

tailed hawk and other birds of prey are presented safely and informatively by the knowl-

edgeable guides. The price includes a copy of Sibley's Guide to the Raptors of Eastern 

North America for each participant.  

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of  30  | Allow 2 hours for this activity 

 

Create a safe haven for bluebirds and other feathered friends. Participants gather natural 

elements to decorate a custom creation for their own backyard. During the hands-on work-

shop, learn about various birds that may be seen (and heard) in nature at Barnsley Resort. 

The price includes a copy of Sibley's Guide to the Birds of the Southeast for each partici-

pant. 

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of 30  |  Allow 2 hours for this activity 

It's all fun and board games. Create a rustic, nature-inspired game board to take a piece of 

Barnsley Resort home. The foundation is a slice of wood cut from a fallen tree harvested 

from the resort’s grounds. From there, utilize river stones or other elements to create tic tac 

toe, checkers or another game. Participants customize the boards and pieces with favorite 

colors, team mascots and more to create a personalized centerpiece for the next family 

game night!  

Minimum of 8 people and maximum of 30  |  Allow 2 hours for this activity 

ENHANCE ANY ACTIVITY BY ADDING FOOD & BEVERAGE AND/OR BAR SERVICE 

Conference Services Managers can recommend a complete selection of offerings from light 

snacks to a full reception to complement each activity. 



The Beretta Shooting Grounds emcompasses 3,000 acres 

of tall pines, open fields, rolling hills and flat lands. This 

hunting preserve is managed and cultivated with an ideal 

blend of quail habitat that ranges from dense cover grasses 

to large feed strips of sunflower, corn and millet. Expert 

guides and well-trained hunting dogs are available to create 

an exceptional day in the field.

The half-day hunt includes the chance to harvest 10 birds 

per hunter and bird cleaning.  

 
Minimum of 2 hunters and maximum of 20  

Allow 4 hours for this activity 

 

This half-day hunt includes a reasonable chance to harvest 

10 chukar or 5 pheasant per person and bird cleaning. 

  

Minimum of 12 hunters and maximum of 24 

Allow 4 hours for this activity 

 

 

For those who have a full day to dedicate to the shooting sports, 

consider a combination of sporting clays and upland bird hunting 

with lunch in between. 

 

The Beretta Shooting Grounds are perfect for the seasoned shotgunner and for those 

trying the sport for the first time. Featuring two of the premier sporting clays courses 

in the Southeast, guests can enjoy a self- or trapper-guided outing. Two 14-station 

courses include the wooded Mine Course, which includes targets presented over the 

ponds created by reclaimed bauxite mines. The Rock Course simulates hunting      

conditions in the open field. The course is ideal for leisure shooting as well as tourna-

ments. 

 
Minimum of 2 shooters and maximum of 50  

Allow 2-4 hours for this activity depending on the size of the group 

 

Fantastic for mixed ability groups, this shooting activity combines group and  

individual instruction (including 10 targets per person) with a half-round of sporting 

clays (50 targets per person) on a professionally designed Sporting Clays Course. The  

session concludes with a Five Stand Flurry that is fun and fast-paced, providing a “big 

bang” ending to any program. This event can be combined with an outdoor cookout 

and bonfire for an unforgettable experience! Price includes gun rental and  

ammunition.   

 
Minimum of 8 shooters and maximum 50 

Allow 2-4 hours for this activity depending on the size of the group 

 

The High Adventure UTV Trail Riding Experience allows guests to travel through 15 

miles of Appalachian Mountain foothills across 3,000 acres at the Beretta Shooting 

Grounds by High Adventure Company at Barnsley Resort. A qualified wilderness guide 

leads guests on state-of-the-art Yamaha utility vehicles (UTV) through some of the 

most pristine wildlife habitat in the region. The intensely managed upland habitat  is 

attractive for an array of wildlife to call the property home. 

 

Two-hour experience 

 

Learn how to shoulder a precision long-range rifle, taking aim at a target more than 10 

football fields away (more than 1,000 yards) then hitting it in the center. When outfit-

ted with the latest Swarovski Optics range-finding systems, Tikka and Sako rifles, 

Talley mounts, and Hornady ammunition, guests learn how to do just that. Spend a 

half-day learning about the complete line of Swarovski Optik products, Tikka and Sako 

long-range GOT rifles in a classroom setting, then apply those learnings in the field 

aiming for targets ranging in distance from 100 to 1,000 yards.  

 

Minimum of 2 shooters and maximum 10 | Allow 2.5 hours 



 

Barnsley Resort offers an extensive menu of wellness experiences and spa  

services. Please visit BarnsleyResort.com/Recreation/Spa for the full listing of 

treatment options. Services and experiences are subject to a 20% gratuity. 

 

Connect with nature and take time to breathe, move and meditate in a tranquil forest setting. 

Suitable for any skill level, this slow flow Vinyasa session will leave you renewed and  

refreshed. Beginning breath work will ease you into a gentle flow to warm and stretch the 

body then finish with mindful meditation to take in the quiet beauty of the surrounding area. 

All equipment is provided. 

Minimum of 6 people and maximum of 16 | Allow 1 hour for this activity

This guided excursion takes participants into the natural beauty of Barnsley Resort to help set 

mindful intentions. While exploring trails and fields, guests enjoy activities to create natural 

art while setting intentions, finding inspiration, and expressing gratitude. Using nature’s own 

palette, shapes and textures participants create nature inspired backgrounds for recording 

their experiences and reflections. A journaling kit is included.  

Minimum of 6 people and maximum of 12| Allow 2 hours for this activity. 

Go back to nature with hand-picked ingredients from organically grown fruits, vegetables, and 

herbs. Custom tailored for both women and men, these organic ingredients have an incredibly 

fresh aroma, with natural pure vitamin infusions and high bioflavonoid content. The selection 

addresses a variety of skin concerns such as aging, hyperpigmentation, acne, and sensitive 

skin that deliver naturally glowing healthy skin, releasing your inner radiance. 

 

This treatment delivers a boost of oxygen directly to the skin and megadoses of peptides and 

antioxidants to leave the skin firmer, smoother, tighter and simply luminous. You'll also  

receive a therapeutic skin treatment from NuFace, which uses stimulating microcurrent  

technology to visibly firm and tone the skin. 

 

A green smoothie for the skin! Inspired by our chef’s garden, this signature therapy combines 

the healing power of green vegetables, honey and fruit. Following a full-body exfoliation with a 

hand-harvested loofah, a plant-infused mask is applied to improve skin’s hydration and  

elasticity, reduce the signs of aging and create a youthful glow. Finish with a refreshing Pear 

& Green Apple Massage Soufflé fortified with essential vitamins and nutrients. 

 

Your preference of light to moderate pressure using upward Swedish style strokes, this  

massage works with your lymphatic system to help detox and destress.  

 

Inspired by the signature scent of Barnsley Resort, this therapy blends the calming benefits of 

lavender with refreshing mint. Bamboo massage uses gently warmed bamboo sticks of differ-

ent lengths and diameters to break down tension and stretch tight muscles. This massage 

incorporates either relaxing or deep tissue techniques. 

 



 

• All prices are per person, unless indicated as a flat rate. 

• Advance reservations are required for all activities and are subject to availability. 

• Some activities may require private function space and may incur an additional site fee or set-up fees. Locations will be    

suggested by your Conference Services Manager. 

• Recreation activities are subject to a 20% Service Charge and a 7% Sales Tax. Upland bird hunts are subject to 10% Service 

Charge and 7% Sales Tax 

• 72 hours notice is required to cancel or adjust number of guests, to avoid full charges. 

• Inclement weather may cause some activities to be cancelled or rescheduled. This may include temperature, severe storms 

and sustaining weather conditions that may make the activity unsafe. 

• All children under the age of 18 must have a parent or guardian accompany them on all horseback rides. 

• Riders must be a minimum height of 56 inches for trail rides. The minimum weight for horseback riding is 85 with a maximum 

weight of 250 pounds. 

• Drinking alcohol is not permitted prior to or during shooting, axe throwing or horseback riding activities. 

• For shooting activities, clients must be 12 years of age or older or demonstrate the ability to safely handle a shotgun or     

currently shoot competitively. 

• A valid Georgia hunting license is required for all hunting activities and may be purchased on-site.  

• All pricing is subject to change without notice. 

• Some activities including, but not limited to, spa and wing shooting may be subject to additional advanced booking and  

cancellation policies. Your Conference Services Manager may advise you of additional booking parameters for individual  

activities. 

• Special considerations may be made to work within Health & Sanitation Program guidelines. 

 

• Chef’s Fire Kettle Cooking School must be reserved in advance, is based upon availability and must be booked no later than 7 

days prior to your event. 

• 72 hours notice is required to cancel or adjust number of guests, to avoid full charges. 

• Weather call must be made 5 hours in advance the day of the event. 

• We reserve the right to use our discretion in the service of alcoholic beverages. 

• No outside food or beverage is permitted. 

• All food and beverage are subject to a 25% Service Charge and 7% Sales Tax. 

• Rental fees receive an additional 7% sales tax. 

• All pricing is subject to change without notice. 


